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WEIRD FICTION 

China Miéville

If considered at all, Weird Fiction is usually, roughly, conceived of as a rather 
CSFBUIMFTT� BOE� HFOFSJDBMMZ� TMJQQFSZ� NBDBCSF� àDUJPO� B� EBSL� GBOUBTUJD� 	iIPSSPSu� QMVT�
iGBOUBTZu
�PGUFO�GFBUVSJOH�OPOUSBEJUJPOBM�BMJFO�NPOTUFST�	UIVT�QMVT�iTDJFODF�àDUJPOu
��
Though particularly associated with the pulp magazine Weird Tales, the stop-start 
existence of which began in 1923, classic Weird Fiction predates it: S.T. Joshi (1990) 
QMBVTJCMZ� USFBUT� JUT� IJHI� QIBTF� BT� ����m������ *U� IBT� IBE� B� DPMPTTBM� JNQBDU� BDSPTT�
work in all media, with under-investigated generically problematizing implications. 
Indeed, Weird Fiction may serve as the bad conscience of the Gernsback/Campbell sf 
QBSBEJHN�BOE�BT�SFCVLF�UP�NVDI�UIFPSJ[JOH�UIBU�UBLFT�UIBU�QBSBEJHN�T�JNQMJDJU�TFMG�
conception as its starting point. 

The para-canon of Weird includes those associated with or influential on the Weird 
Tales circle, and others with similar concerns (among many others Fritz Leiber, E.F. 
Benson, Robert Bloch, E.L. White, E.H. Visiak, Donald Wandrei, Frank Belknap 
Long, Robert Chambers, C.L. Moore, August Derleth, M.R. James, Carl Jacobi). 
The weird credentials of various authors such as H.G. Wells might be debated, but 
certain key names recur: among them Clark Ashton Smith, William Hope Hodgson, 
Algernon Blackwood, Arthur Machen, and, overwhelmingly the preeminent figure 
in the field, H.P. Lovecraft. It is this locus classicus of the subgenre, what we might 
DPOTJEFS�i)BVUF�8FJSEu�UIBU�JT�DPOTJEFSFE�IFSF��

*O�IJT�i/PUFT�PO�8SJUJOH�8FJSE�'JDUJPOu�	����
�-PWFDSBGU�EFTDSJCFT�IJT�EFTJSF�UP�
iFTDBQF� GSPN� UIF� QSJTPO�IPVTF� PG� UIF� LOPXOu� 	-PWFDSBGU� ������ ���
� BOE� IJT� GBTDJ-
OBUJPO� XJUI� iTIBUUFSFE� OBUVSBM� MBX� PS� DPTNJD� BMJFOBHF� PS� APVUTJEFOFTT��u� 	-PWFDSBGU�
1995: 113). The focus is on awe, and its undermining of the quotidian. This obsession 
with numinosity under the everyday is at the heart of Weird Fiction.

Lovecraft, a philosophical materialist, disavowed spirit, and in the absence of such 
supernature his world-saturating Weird means the strangeness of the physical world 
JUTFMG�BT� JO�IJT�BTUPOJTIJOH�SFGFSFODF� JO�i5IF�$BMM�PG�$UIVMIVu�	����
�UP�iBO�BOHMF�
XIJDI� XBT� BDVUF� CVU� CFIBWFE� BT� JG� JU� XFSF� PCUVTFu� 	-PWFDSBGU� ������ ���
�� 0UIFS�
8FJSE� XSJUFST� FYQSFTT� UIFJS� DPTNJD� BXF� EJGGFSFOUMZ�� "MHFSOPO� #MBDLXPPE� JO� i5IF�
8JMMPXTu� 	����
� UBMLT� BCPVU� UIF� iBXF� BOE� XPOEFSu� PG� iUIF� QFSTPOJàFE� FMFNFOUBM�
GPSDFTu�	#MBDLXPPE�����������
�)PEHTPO�JO�The House on the Borderland (1908) of 
iDPNNJOHMFE�BXF�BOE�DVSJPTJUZu�	)PEHTPO����������
�JO�UIF�GBDF�PG�UIF�DPTNPT��5IF�
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TBNF�DPODFSO�JT�FWJEFOU�JO�.BDIFO�T�SFMJHJPTJUZ�IJT�PCTFTTJPO�XJUI�iBXFu�BOE�iFDTUBTZu�
IJT�(OPTUJD�WJTJPO�JO�i5IF�(SFBU�(PE�1BOu�	����
�UIBU�UIF�QFSDFJWFE�XPSME�JT�iCVU�
ESFBNT�BOE�TIBEPXT�������UIBU�IJEF�UIF�SFBM�XPSME�GSPN�PVS�FZFTu�	.BDIFO���������
�

5IJT�QFSNFBUJOH�OVNJOPVT�CFTQFBLT�8FJSE�T�SFMBUJPO�UP�UIF�TVCMJNF�USBEJUJPOBMMZ�
conceived as a sense of awe at vasty strangeness such as that of the Alps, the vistas of 
XIJDI�QSPWPLF�iFOKPZNFOU�CVU�XJUI�IPSSPSu�	,BOU���������
��"DDPSEJOH�UP�&ENVOE�
Burke and other theorists of the sublime, the beautiful and sublime are mutually 
FYDMVTJWF��BU�B�DFSUBJO� TDBMF�FOPSNJUZ�BOE�VOSFQSFTFOUBCJMJUZ�m�iUIF� JOàOJUF�DPTNJD�
spaces beyond the radius of our sight and analysisu� 	-PWFDSBGU� ������ ���� FNQIBTJT�
BEEFE
�m�UIF�TVCMJNF�BQQFBST��5IF�8FJSE�UIPVHI�QVODUVSFT�UIF�TVQQPTFE�NFNCSBOF�
TFQBSBUJOH�PGG�UIF�TVCMJNF�BOE�BMMPXT�TXJMMBHF�PG�UIBU�BXF�BOE�IPSSPS�GSPN�iCFZPOEu�
CBDL�JOUP�UIF�FWFSZEBZ�m�JOUP�BOHMFT�CVTIFT�UIF�UPVDI�PG�TUSBOHF�MJNCT�OPJTFT�FUD��
The Weird is a radicalized sublime backwash. 

.BDIFO�JO�IJT�TIPSU�TUPSZ�i/u�	����
�QJMGFST�UIF�UIFPMPHJDBM�UFSN�iQFSJDIPSFTJTu�
to describe the intertwining of the heavenly and the everyday, in Stoke Newington. 
More than the atheist Lovecraft, or spiritualistically maundering Blackwood, 
Machen brings out how Weird Fiction writers are in a lineage with those religious 
WJTJPOBSJFT�BOE�FDTUBUJDT�XIP�QFSDFJWF�BO�VONFEJBUFE�SFMBUJPOTIJQ�XJUI�OVNJOPTJUZ�m�
Godhead itself.

For many of those religious radicals this is an emancipatory/utopian revolt against 
a priestly class. However, Haute Weird Fiction performs a backhanded service 
in reminding that there is nothing intrinsically progressive about the everyday 
numinous. Indeed, a disproportionate number of its writers have distinctly reactionary 
BJNT��-PWFDSBGU�T� BXF� GPS� FYBNQMF� JT� JOFYUSJDBCMF�m� BT�.JDIFM�)PVFMMFCFDR� 	����
�
CSJMMJBOUMZ�BSHVFT�m�GSPN�B�SBDJTN�TP�PCTFTTJWF�JU�JT�B�IBMMVDJOPHFO��BOE�.BDIFO�ESBXT�
on agonized conceptions of a god whose ubiquity makes it totalitarian and/or predatory 
	BT�GPS�FYBNQMF�JO�'SBODJT�5IPNQTPO�T�BTUPVOEJOH�QPFN�PG�EFWPUJPOBM�UFSSPS�i)PVOE�
PG�)FBWFOu�	c. 1889)), to depict a numinous so threatening that it operates not as 
liberation but as discipline, policed with acts of astonishing narratorial sadism. 

It is not only in the content that estrangement from the supposedly quotidian is 
FGGFDUFE�JO�8FJSE�'JDUJPO�CVU�PGUFO�JO�JUT�GPSN��-PWFDSBGU�T�XSJUJOH�JT�B�LJOE�PG�QVSQMF�
poetry, notoriously parody-able. Of course such language can be done badly, and is 
not a necessary corollary of Weird Fiction (see, for example, the more robust register 
PG�)PEHTPO� JO�NBOZ� PG� IJT� TIPSU� TUPSJFT� PS�#MBDLXPPE�T�NFMBODIPMZ� SVNJOBUJPOT
��
)PXFWFS�BU�JUT�CFTU�-PWFDSBGU�T�	BOE�PUIFST�
�XSJUJOH�BDIJFWFT�BGGFDU�CFDBVTF�PG�OPU�
despite, its prose, a crime against a certain au courant middlebrow minimalism, that 
XJMM� JO�QBTTJOH� FYUPM� CBSFS� QSPTF� BT� iTQBSFu� BT� JG� MPHP�QBSTJNPOJPVTOFTT�XFSF� B� TFMG�
FWJEFOU�WJSUVF��PS�FWFO�NPSF�BCTVSEMZ�BT�iQSFDJTFu�BT�JG�UIF�XPSE�iUBCMFu�JT�TPNFIPX�
more like a table�UIBO�B�QSPMJY�EFTDSJQUJWF�BMUFSOBUJWF��	0G�DPVSTF�CPUI�MVTI�BOE�iTQBSFu�
prose are words on a page, exactly equally unlike a table, a wooden thing upon which 
rests my tea.)

One can argue that the frenzied succession of adjectives in Lovecraft, alongside 
IJT� SFHVMBS� JOTJTUFODF� UIBU� XIBUFWFS� JT� CFJOH� EFTDSJCFE� JT� iVOEFTDSJCBCMFu� JT� JO� JUT�
hesitation, its obsessive qualification and stalling of the noun, an aesthetic deferral 
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according to which the world is always-already unrepresentable, and can only be 
approached by an asymptotic succession of subjective pronouncements. Thus the form 
of writing is a function of sublime backwash, these baroque stylings a philosophy of 
militant adjectivalism struggling against a nounism that implies, carelessly speaking 
PG�iEPHu�BOE�iEPPSu�BT�JG�UIBU�XFSF�UIF�FOE�PG�UIF�NBUUFS�UIBU�TVDI�VOSFQSFTFOUBCMF�
Reals are containable in our inadequate symbolic system. This is not Promethean but 
NZPQJD��#Z�DPOUSBTU�UIF�DBSFGVM�BOE�QSFDJTF�IZTUFSJB�PG�i1VMQ�.PEFSOJTUu�8FJSE�'JDUJPO�
looks like radical humility in the face of Weird ontology itself.

5IF�BCBTFNFOU�UP�UIF�8FJSE�UIBU�UIJT�QSPTF�SFQSFTFOUT�JT�BMTP�WJTJCMF�JO�-PWFDSBGU�T�
OBSSBUJWF��)F�JT�MBSHFMZ�VOJOUFSFTUFE�JO�QMPU��i"UNPTQIFSFu�IF�TBZT�iOPU�BDUJPO�JT�UIF�
HSFBU�EFTJEFSBUVN�PG�XFJSE�àDUJPOu�	-PWFDSBGU����������
��)JT�TUPSJFT�BSF�PGUFO�MJUUMF�
NPSF� UIBO�FYDVTFT� GPS�EFTDSJQUJPOT�PG�8FJSE�QSFTFODFT� BOE�XIBU�OBSSBUJWF� iSFWFMB-
UJPOTu� UIFSF� BSF� BSF� QSFEJDUBCMF��)JT� JT� B� TVSSFOEFS� UP� UIF� ineluctability of the Weird, 
again implying no irruption of strangeness into a status quo, but a Weird universe. 

At its best this works as pulp bricolage, where texts concatenate out of scattered 
TDSBQT�JO�XIBU�MPPLT�MJLF�B�EFMJCFSBUF�VOEFSNJOJOH�PG�iQMPU�u�*O�-PWFDSBGU�T�LFZ�XPSL�
i5IF�$BMM�PG�$UIVMIVu�UIFSF�JT�OP�TUPSZ�POMZ�UIF�TMPX�VODPWFSJOH� GSPN�EJTKPJOUFE�
information and discarded papers, of the fact of the Weird, an ancient alien creature, 
Cthulhu, sojourning below the ocean. The story is explicit about its anti-narrative 
NFUIPEPMPHZ� TUSFTTJOH� UIBU� iBMM� ESFBE� HMJNQTFT� PG� USVUIu� BSF� iáFTIFE� PVU� GSPN� BO�
BDDJEFOUBM�QJFDJOH�UPHFUIFS�PG�TFQBSBUFE�UIJOHTu�	-PWFDSBGU����������
�

5IF� VOJRVF� QIZTJPMPHZ� PG� $UIVMIV� UIF� GBNPVT� iNPOTUFS� PG� WBHVFMZ� BOUISPQPJE�
outline, but with an octopus-like head whose face was a mass of feelers, a scaly, 
rubbery-looking body, prodigious claws on hind and fore feet, and long narrow wings 
CFIJOEu� 	-PWFDSBGU� ������ ���
� JT� FYFNQMBSZ� PG� 8FJSE� 'JDUJPO�� 0OF� PG� UIF� NPTU�
distinct ways in which Lovecraft moots a Weird universe is in his revolutionary 
teratology. The monsters that inhabit his tales are a radical break with anything from a 
GPMLMPSJD�USBEJUJPO��3BUIFS�UIBO�XFSFXPMWFT�WBNQJSFT�PS�HIPTUT�-PWFDSBGU�T�NPOTUFST�
are agglomerations of bubbles, barrels, cones, and corpses, patchworked from cepha-
lopods, insects, crustaceans, and other fauna notable precisely for their absence from 
UIF�USBEJUJPOBM�8FTUFSO�NPOTUSPVT��1BSBEJHNBUJD�JT�8FJSE�'JDUJPO�T�PCTFTTJPO�XJUI�UIF�
tentacle, a limb-type absent from European folklore and the traditional Gothic, and 
one which, after early proto-Weird iterations by Victor Hugo, Jules Verne, and H.G. 
Wells, viralled suddenly in Haute Weird Fiction until it is now, in the post-Weird 
debris of fantastic horror, the default monstrous limb-type. 

Lovecraft repeatedly stresses that his creatures are extraterrestrial and have been 
hidden among us for eons. This retro-historicization notwithstanding, their alterity 
is radical, rather than aghastly remembered. The awe that Weird Fiction attempts 
to invoke is a function of lack of recognition, rather than any uncanny resurgence, 
guilt-function, the return of a repressed. It is thus as much a break from as an heir to 
USBEJUJPOBM�(PUIJD��*O�i5IF�8JMMPXTu�#MBDLXPPE�TUSFTTFT�UIBU�UIF�ESFBE�BSPVTFE�CZ�
B� TFSQFOUJOF�QJMMBS�PG�IVHF�àHVSFT� iXBT�OP�PSEJOBSZ�HIPTUMZ� GFBSu� 	#MBDLXPPE�������
��
��XIJMF�-PWFDSBGU�T�Supernatural Horror in Literature�	����
�TUSFTTFT�UIBU�UIF�iUSVF�
XFJSE�UBMFu�JT�DIBSBDUFSJ[FE�CZ�iVOFYQMBJOBCMF�ESFBE�PG�PVUFS�VOLOPXO�GPSDFTu�SBUIFS�
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UIBO� PG� BOZ� iCMPPEZ� CPOFT� PS� B� TIFFUFE� GPSN� DMBOLJOH� DIBJOT� BDDPSEJOH� UP� SVMFu�
(Lovecraft 1973: 15). In its interest in the implacably alien Outer Monstrosities, Old 
Ones, and Great Cthulhu, rather than revenant ghosts, the Weird is in opposition 
to that category for thinking through the history-stained present that, after Derrida 
	����
�IBT�CFDPNF�LOPXO�BT�UIF�i)BVOUPMPHJDBM�u�5IF�8FJSE� SBUIFS� JNQSFHOBUFT�
the present with a bleak, unthinkable novum.

Such a literary moment is an expression of upheaval and crisis. This cluster of works 
resembles an explosion in the timeline of (particularly Anglo-American) fiction. 
Where the wounds of Weird are discernible before 1880 we may find Weird Fiction 
avant la lettre (arguably, for example, in Sheridan Le Fanu), and after 1940, work 
which is post-Weird in more than just its dates. (A very few of the truly enormous 
number of relevant writers are Neil Gaiman, Caitlin Kiernan, Peter Straub, Stephen 
King, Poppy Z. Brite, Thomas Ligotti, Clive Barker, Katherine Dunn, Hal Duncan, 
Joyce Carol Oates, Robert Aickman, Grant Morrison, Ramsey Campbell, Michael 
Moorcock.) Between these outliers there is a sense of defining trauma at the heart of 
the field. 

Each Weird Fiction writer has her or (more usually in the haute phase) his own 
QBSUJDVMBS�NJTIJHBT��.BDIFO�T� IPSSPS� GPS� FYBNQMF� BU� EFNPDSBDZ� BOE� UIF� QFSDFJWFE�
WVMHBSJUJFT� PG� NPEFSOJUZ�T� iEJTFODIBOUNFOUu� BSF� BMMJFE� UP� B� QSVSJFOU� NJTPHZOZ� BT�
evidenced in the grotesque snuff-murder of Helen Vaughan, the awe-tainted sexually 
QSPWPDBUJWF�XPNBO�JO�i5IF�(SFBU�(PE�1BO�u�'PS�-PWFDSBGU�UIF�IPSSPS�PG�NPEFSOJUZ�
JT�BCPWF�BMM�IPSSPS�PG�iJOGFSJPSu�SBDFT�NJTDFHFOBUJPO�BOE�DVMUVSBM�EFDMJOF�FYQSFTTFE�
in his protean, fecund, seeping monsters. These particular concerns, though central to 
VOEFSTUBOEJOH�QBSUJDVMBS�XSJUFST��XPSL�BSF�FYQSFTTJPOT�PG�B� GPVOEBUJPOBM�VOEFSMZJOH�
crisis. 

5IPVHI�-PWFDSBGU�T�HSFBUFTU�QFSJPE�PG�XPSL�TUBSUFE�BSPVOE������IJT�TUPSZ�i%BHPOu�
	����
�XBT�LFZ�UP�VTIFSJOH�JO�IJT�OFX�QBSBEJHN�MPDBUJOH�UIF�i-PWFDSBGU�&WFOUu�	/PZT�
2007) as a postwar phenomenon. The great Weird Fiction writers are responding to 
capitalist modernity entering, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, a 
period of crisis in which its cruder nostrums of progressive bourgeois rationality are 
shattered. The heart of the crisis is the First World War, where mass carnage perpe-
USBUFE�CZ�UIF�NPTU�NPEFSO�TUBUFT�NBEF�DMBJNT�PG�B�iSBUJPOBMu�NPEFSO�TZTUFN�B�UBTUFMFTT�
joke.

The fantastic has always been indispensable to think and unthink society, but tradi-
tional monsters were now profoundly inadequate, suddenly nostalgic in the epoch of 
modern war. Out of this crisis of traditional fantastic, the burgeoning sense that there 
is no stable status quo but a horror underlying the everyday, the global and absolute 
DBUBTUSPQIF�JNQMZJOH�QPJTPOPVT�UPUBMJUZ�8FJSE�'JDUJPO�T�SFWPMVUJPOBSZ�UFSBUPMPHZ�BOE�
PQQSFTTJWF�OVNJOPVT�HSPXT��5IJT�CBDLXBTIFE�IPSSPSmTVCMJNF�JT�JOWFTUJHBUFE�CZ�TDJFO-
UJTUT�EPDUPST�FOHJOFFST�	#MBDLXPPE�T�+PIO�4JMFODF�)PEHTPO�T�$BSOBDLJ�-PWFDSBGU�T�
survey team in The Mountains of Madness (1936), the sadistic surgeons of Machen), 
BOE� JU� JT� UIFJS�WFSZ� iSBUJPOBMJUZu� UIBU�VODPWFST� UIF� SBEJDBM�BOE�BXFTPNF�NPOTUSPVT��
*U�JT�UIF�XBS�PG�����m���UIBU�JT�UIF�CMBDL�CPY�UIF�IFBSU�PG�8FJSE��*O�JUT�NBMFWPMFOU�
Real, and protean new monsters, inconceivable and formless (though possessing 
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meticulously itemized surplus specificity of form), Weird does not so much articulate 
the crisis as that the crisis cannot be articulated. 

*U�JT�OPUJDFBCMF�UIBU�XIFO�EFBMJOH�PWFSUMZ�XJUI�UIF�XBS�.BDIFO�JO�i5IF�#PXNFOu�
(1914), for example, moves away from his reactionary-ecstatic notion of an unknowable 
numinous to articulate not Weird but Agincourt archers messireing for England, ghosts 
so unencumbered by historic angst they are embarrassments to hauntology. Elsewhere, 
BT�JO�i5IF�(SFBU�(PE�1BOu�.BDIFO�DPODFJWFT�GPMLMPSJD�USBEJUJPOBM�àHVSFT�BT�XBZT�PG�
talking about something unrepresentable: whatever the politics of the Weird Fictioneers 
or their texts, there is in Weird an awareness of total crisis. This leeway for readings 
against the ideological grain is part of what makes Weird Fiction such an ongoingly 
fascinating field. When Machen wants to deploy supernature in the national interest, 
he articulates neither the radical bad-numinous of Weird nor the returned repressed 
of Gothic, but, in classic fascist mode, warmed-over mythic kitsch. 

The war is bracketed by the Lovecraft Event on one side, and the neglected 
William Hope Hodgson on the other. His tentacle-riddled The Boats of the Glen Carrig 
(1907), cosmically awed The House on the Borderland, and flawed but astonishing 
post-apocalypse nihil-dream The Night Land (1912) are vivid explorations of the 
SBEJDBM�NPOTUSPVT�BOE�CBE�OVNJOPVT�� *U� JT�FWFO�BSHVBCMF� UIBU� JO�)PEHTPO�T� SFMBUJWF�
lack of particularizing obsessions (even The Night Land�T bumbling S&M fantasy is 
JOPGGFOTJWF�NPSF� MJLF� B� TFBTJEF� QPTUDBSE� UIBO� MJLF�.BDIFO�T�NJTPHZOZ
� BOE� JO�IJT�
SFMBUJWF� MBDL�PG�QSPTF� GBDJMJUZ�m� BCTFOU�-PWFDSBGU�T� TUSBOHF�CVU� FYQFSU�QVSQMF�QSPTF�m�
Hodgson provides a uniquely uncluttered insight into Weird Fiction as the literature 
of crisis. His work cannot be understood without reference to the war in which he 
EJFE�àHIUJOH��JU�JT�JO�+PIO�$MVUF�T�QISBTF�iQSF�"GUFSNBUI�àDUJPOu�	+��$MVUF�QFSTPOBM�
communication, 2006).

)PEHTPO�T�FYQSFTTJPOT�PG�QBUSJPUJTN�XFSF�IFBSUGFMU�CVU�TPNFXIBU�SPUF�BOE�VOMJLF�
Machen, even his war writing never flinched from the insights of Weird, giving his 
XPSL�B�EJGGFSFOU�QPMJUJDBM�WBMFODF��*O�UIF�PVUTUBOEJOH�i5IF�#BVNPGG�&YQMPTJWFu�	����
�
XSJUUFO�BOE�TFU�EVSJOH�UIF�XBS�BOE�QVCMJTIFE�QPJHOBOUMZ�BGUFS�)PEHTPO�T�EFBUI�BU�UIF�
front, the German protagonist is no evil Hun but a saintly man trying to tap into 
absolute goodness, who is entered instead by what Hodgson, in one of the absolutely 
LFZ�QISBTFT�JO�8FJSE�'JDUJPO�IBT�IJT�OBSSBUPS�TVQQPTF�JT�iTPNF�$ISJTU�BQFJOH�NPOTUFS�
PG�UIF�7PJE�u�"T�OP�TVDI�FOUJUJFT�IBWF�CFFO�NPPUFE�BU�BOZ�QPJOU�VQ�UP�PS�BGUFS�UIJT�
TVQQPTFE�iFYQMBOBUJPOu�UIF�USVF�IPSSPS�PG�UIF�TUPSZ�MJFT�JO�UIF�JNQMJDBUJPO�UIBU�UIFSF�
is no mummery involved, that it is the Christ itself that speaks with monstrous voice, 
that Godhead, in the midst of cataclysm, is malevolent. Here is the purest and most 
affecting humanist expression of Weird Fiction traditional awed horror (far from, say, 
.BDIFO�T�SFBDUJPOBSZ�FDTUBTZ
�

In a deeply moving letter from the front, Hodgson refers to his own sunless 
end-times landscape of The Night Land. Nowhere is the constitutive relationship 
between the war and the Weird made more clear. The piece serves as epitaph not 
POMZ� UP�)PEHTPO�CVU� QSFFNQUJWFMZ� UP�8FJSE�'JDUJPO� JUTFMG� CFDBVTF� UIJT� UIF�àFME�T�
single most astonishing evocation of the bad-numinous, engages with and moves 
CFZPOE�)PEHTPO�T�PXO�àDUJPO�JOUP�nonfiction. Formlessness, so brilliantly abstracted 
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and teratologized in Lovecraft, is here something that was done, by humans, and more 
terrible for that. There is no Weird so Weird as the backwashed bad sublime called 
Passchendaele. 

What a sense of desolation, the heaved-up mud rimming ten thousand shell 
craters as far as the sight could reach, north and south and east and west. My 
God, what a Desolation! And here and there standing like mute, muddled 
SPDLT�m�TPNFIPX�UFSSJCMF� JO�UIFJS� TJHOJàDBOU�HSJN�CBTIFE�GPSNMFTTOFTT�m�BO�
old concrete blockhouse, with the earth torn up around them in monstrous 
craters and, in some cases, surged in great waves of earth against the sides of 
the blockhouses. The sun was pretty low as I came back, and far off across that 
%FTPMBUJPO�IFSF�BOE�UIFSF�UIFZ�TIPXFE�m�KVTU�GPSNMFTT�TRVBSJTI�DPSOFSMFTT�
masses erected by man against the Infernal Storm that seeps for ever, night 
and day, day and night, across that most atrocious Plain of Destruction. My 
(PE��5BML�BCPVU�B�MPTU�8PSME�m�UBML�BCPVU�UIF�&/%�PG�UIF�8PSME��UBML�BCPVU�
UIF�i/JHIU-BOEu�m�JU�JT�BMM�IFSF�OPU�NPSF�UIBO�UXP�IVOESFE�PEE�NJMFT�GSPN�
where you sit infinitely remote. 

(Hodgson 2005: 384)
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